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Abstract: In this paper, we present neural network approach for Sketch Based Image Retrieval (SBIR) using Histogram of Gradient (HOG) 
feature descriptor. This paper emphasis on back propagation Feed-forward Network (FFN) and Pattern Recognition Network (PRN) used for 
sketch based retrieval. Neural network is a popular tool used for pattern recognition and approximation of unknown nonlinear functions. We use 
features descriptor like Histogram of Gradient (HOG) for free hand and human face sketches and these features are used to training of network. 
Experimental results and analysis are based on CHUK and Flicker dataset, used for training and testing. Different similarity measure functions 
are discussed and used similarity between query by non-expert sketchers and database.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Two layer neural network has capability to retrieve similar 
images from big database to desired degree of accuracy with 
sufficient number of neurons in the hidden layer [1,2].  
Neural network have been widely used for robust and 
adaptive controller to compensate the tracking error between 
query and retrieve images [3,4]. Neural network learning are 
successfully used as content based image retrieval system 
for many real world applications in which frequent changes 
are occurred due to environmental causes. In past few years 
different soft computing techniques have been used for 
image retrieval. Feed-forward network is one of the 
important network in which learning is supervised learning 
for retrieval of similar images. An excellent learning 
capabilities of fuzzy logic systems and neural network have 
been studied [5,6] for image retrieval systems. The key idea 
for sketch based image retrieval is based on extract edges of 
the sketch images using some image feature descriptor and 
then compare via some similarity/distance measure function 
between sketch feature and image features. The problem lies 
with the system is that the query image is a free-hand drawn 
sketch, the edge matching between the images is quite hard 
to provide the accurate results. A brief and concise list of 
research based on content or sketch based are described 
below. 
A large number of scale feature vectors can be used for 
transforming image data [7] into      scale-invariant co-
ordinates. Corresponding features for each image/sketch pair 
are stored in a database and the query/image features are 
compared to find the matching. The general benchmark [8] 
for assessing the execution of any SBIR framework has been 
characterized. The framework that can powerfully create 
shadows [9] generated or extracted from huge database of 
images has been proposed. The descriptors are constructed 

in such a way that the sketch as well as color image have to 
undergo the same preprocessing level. A bag-of-regions [10] 
has been presented to construct a SBIR framework. This 
system encodes the eminent shapes on different levels of 
points of interest by considering as part of locales. To 
recognize similarities [11] between a hand drawn sketch and 
the images in a database is an important process. An image 
retrieval framework for free-hand sketches providing the 
interactive search [12] of image database depicting shape 
has been developed. A strategy to lessen the appearance gap 
[13] in SBIR was proposed for sketches and extracted edges 
of images are dealt with as combination of lines, 
establishing the framework for providing a better view on 
edges. Sketch-image pairs that hold minimum distance on 
the basis of feature vector are labeled as relevant otherwise 
irrelevant. 
The remaining part of this paper been organized as follows: 
section 2 presents the sketch and image feature descriptors 
and FFN algorithm. We discuss experimental results and 
comparison with other existing network and methods in 
section 3, followed by conclusion and future work in section 
4. 
 
2. FEATURE DESCRIPTORS 
 
In order to select the input/output vector for fuzzy counter 
propagation network for sketch based image retrieval 
system, we consider some important feature descriptors to 
retrieve similar image to the query image (free hand sketch) 
from database.  
2.1 HOG Feature Descriptors 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG): HOG is one of the 
simple yet powerful feature descriptor for facial images 
[15]. It forms a histogram on the basis of orientations of 
magnitude of gradient of each pixel. 
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      (3) 
      

     (4) 
     

      (5) 
In this paper, we use HOG feature descriptor due to 
simplicity and effectiveness. Klare, Li and Jain [14], on 

matching forensic sketches to mugshot photos shows that 
HOG has larger the distance between features of sketch and 
photos, therefore more suitable for retrieval. 
2.2 Feed-forward Network 
One hidden layer feed-forward neural network is shown in 

figure (1), which ( ){ } 1
,

N
i i i

X x d
=

=   where n
ix ∈ℜ  and

n
id ∈ℜ d is the input and target vector of network. 

 

 
Figure (1): Architecture of feed-forward neural network 

 
The neural network under consideration has general 
architecture shown in figure 1. Back Propagation Neural 
Network (BPNN) is multilayer (input, hidden and output) 
feed-forward network. Let us assume that the BPNN is 
homogeneous i.e. all the neurons have similar signal 
functions. For linear neuron in the input layer, ( )x xφ =
and for sigmoidal neurons in the hidden and output layers, 

1( )
1 xx

e λφ −=
+

, where ( ]0,1λ∈ . Let us assume that  N 

training vector pairs, ( ){ } 1
,

N
i i i

X x d
=

=   where n
ix ∈ℜ  

and n
id ∈ℜ d is the response vector of neural network 

when input ix is presented as input to the network.  
2.3 Error Function 

Let vector pairs ( ){ } 1
,

N
i i i

X x d
=

=  are assumed to be 

samples representative of some nonlinear or unknown 
function n pf ∈ℜ →ℜ which we have to approximate 
using neural network. The general idea is employ the 
gradient of the pattern error in order to reduce the global 
error over the entire training set. Change the weight of the 
network using error gradient of the pattern, so each weight 
change perturbs the existing neural network in order to 

reduce the global pattern. If we denote initial neural network 
by ℵ , then sequential updation of this neural networks are 
denoted as, 1 2, , , ,iℵ ℵ ℵ where for a given input ix
neural network iℵ generates an output signal ( )iyφ where 

iy being the net input at the ith output neurons. The ith 

training pair ( ),i ix d then define an instantaneous error is 
given by:   

( )i i ie e yφ= −          
      (2)   
where,   

( ) ( ) ( ) ((1 2 1 1 2 2, , , , , ,
Ti i i i i i i i i

i p p pe e e e d y d y d yφ φ φ= = − − − 

     (3) 
The instantaneous summed of squared error iE is the sum of 

square error of each individual output error i
ke i.e. 

( )( )2

1

1 1
2 2 i

p
i i T

i k k i
k

E d y e eφ
=

= − =∑    

     (4) The mean 
square error E, is computed over the training set X, on neural 
network  ℵ as: 
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Learning Process of BPNN:  
The basic steps of learning are outlined as follows: 

1. select an input vector (sketch feature) ix from 
training set X, and present it to the network.  

2. compute activations and signals of input, hidden and 
output neurons. 

3. compute the error over the output neurons by 
comparing the desired outputs (target feature vector). 

4. use the error calculated in step 3, compute change in 
weights from input to hidden layer and compute 
change in weights from hidden to output layer, such 
that a global error measure gets reduced. 

5. update change in weights of the network in 
accordance with the changes computed in step 4. 
from input to hidden layer weights:    

1
lj lj lj

i i iv v v+ = + ∆     

  (6)  

from input to hidden layer weights:    
1

jk jk jk

i i iw w w+ = + ∆     

  (7)  
6. repeat step 1-step 5 until the global error falls below 

a predefined limit.        
Each sketch feature pattern presentation represents an 
iteration and a presentation of the entire training set is called 
epoch. In gradient descent learning weight changes are made 
in proportion to the negative direction of gradient and 

content of these error gradient are computed as 
lj

i

E
v
∂
∂

and 

jk

i

E
w
∂
∂

, i.e. change in weights is computed from the MSE 

computed over the entire training set keeping neural 
network fixed. For input pattern ( )1 2, , , Nx x x are 

sequentially presented to neural network 1ℵ , and calculate 
the global error using desired response and calculated neural 
network output, which is used to update the weights and 
generate 2ℵ  and so on. 

 
Figure 2: sketch feature and corresponding target feature vector using HOG 

 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
We present, experimental results using FFN approach on 
CHUK and Flickr dataset containing different categories of 
images. HOG feature vector is computed for sketches and 
database images. The vector thus generated serves as the 
input/output vector for the FFN and PRN. Results thus 
computed have been formed by performing multiple 
iterations to give a more general output. The parameters 
computed for achieving the efficiency and precision of the 
system has been manually calculated based on different 
factors such as: number of images to be retrieved, number of 

relevant images present in the database for a certain sketch. 
Then, the average has been computed over the entire query 
sketches present. 

 

On an average, system takes 1.511sec to retrieve the images 
containing similar object like sketch as shown in figure 2. 
Mean precision using different similarity measure function 
are shown in figure 3, and results obtained using FFN is 
shown in figure 4.  
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Figure 3: Comparison of FFN and PRN 

 
4.  CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we present feed-forward neural network 
approach for sketch based image retrieval system. HOG is 
used for input and output feature vector of sketch/query 
image on CHUK and Flickr dataset comprises different 
categories of images. We have considered different distance 

measure to find the similarity between sketches and images. 
The experimental results demonstrate that feed-forward 
network for SBIR gives improved mean precision pattern 
recognition network. In future various image descriptors as 
well networks can be considered for sketch based image 
retrieval systems. 

 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of (a) free hand sketch drawn by non expert sketchers and (b) similar photos recognised by FFN  
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